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Abstract 
This paper proposes a methodology for mapping features in different application domains. The 
generic reasoning processes required by various types of mapping processes have been 
effectivdy classified and captured. An experimental feature mapping shell has been developed 
using this approach. The shell is highly flexible and can be easily customized for different 
products and applications. The shell has been implemented with a blackboard architecture and 
a case-based reasoning system is used to represent previous mapping cases. These cases are 
indexed in a library in the feature mapping shell. An explicit semantics representation scheme 
has been developed to represent deep models of features. A deep model improves the 
reasoning capability of the mapping process so that the identity of a feature can be established 
more effectively. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Feature modeling has been introduced to bridge the information gap between computer-aided 
design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM). The end result of a CAD system is 
usually in the form of pure geometrical data. Other attributes such as tolerances can be 
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attached to a design in some of the more advanced CAD systems. These data do not form a 
complete product definition and therefore, cannot be used effectively by downstream 
reasoning applications, such as process planning that views a design at feature level. This level 
of abstraction contains more than geometry alone. The integration between design and 
manufacturing is necessary for concurrent engineering as well as computer integrated 
manufacturing (CIM). 

To produce a feature-based representation of a design, two main approaches have been 
proposed. The first, known as feature recognition, attempts to extract feature information 
from a geometric model by using algorithms, rules, graphs, syntactic patterns or convex hull 
decomposition techniques (Woodwark, 1988). 

Feature-based design constitutes the second main approach. It advocates the use of 
features during the design phase so that a feature-based model is produced (Dixon et a/., 
1990). Normally, design features or neutral features are employed to construct such a model. 
A design feature is related to a product and its functionality. It tends to be product dependent 
and company specific. On the other hand, a neutral feature is an application independent 
generic shape but it still provides a feature oriented representation within a model. Design 
features can often be constructed from neutral features. Examples of feature modeling systems 
implemented using this approach are GeoNode (Broonsvoort and Jansen, 1993) and ASU 
Feature Testbed (Shah, 1988). 

However, such an approach requires feature mapping as the design features used do not 
necessary have equivalent representations in other application domains. Mapping is a process 
of extracting information, or knowledge relevant to a particular application and transforming 
it to possibly different representations, from a model composed offeatures. It is also known as 
feature transformation, feature conversion and feature transmutation (Pratt, 1993). Please 
refer to Lim et. a/. (1994) for more information on the various approaches in feature mapping 
and their limitations. 

As the main focus of this paper is on feature mapping, feature recognition techniques will 
not be reviewed. For further information on the various recognition methodologies, reference 
is made to Woodwark (1988). 

2 FEATUREMAPPING 

In this research, feature mapping is defined as the process of identifYing emergent features for 
a target domain from an initial product model represented by design features or neutral 
features. The emergent features are often application dependent. 

The process of identification itself may vary depending on the circumstances of each 
situation. In certain cases, there is a direct correspondence between the features used in design 
and those application dependent features. This type of mapping, known as identity mapping, 
can be handled easily. However, if an initial feature model is represented by features that do 
not have direct correspondences, conjugate mapping is involved. The process of mapping is 
made more complicated when feature interaction occurs. Such interactions can change the 
semantics of the affected design features so drastically that initial assumptions about these 
features may no longer be valid. It may further affect the efficiency and performance of 
mapping systems that employ simplifYing assumptions in their implementation of the 
conversion processes. Figure 1 shows an example of features that interact closely with each 
other, necessitating the use of conjugate mapping techniques. 
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In the next section, a feature mapping approach that has been developed in this research is 
described in detail. 

Protrusion Feature 2 

Blind Step 

Initial Featnre Model Emergent Featnre in Machnining Domain 

Figure 1 An example of conjugate mapping involving interaction. 

2.1 The Proposed Approach 

The proposed approach for feature mapping consists of the following stages of reasoning: 
i) filtration and selection, 
ii) construction of enhanced representation and 
iii) matching. 

In the first stage, an initial model of a design has to be systematically searched to determine 
collections of faces that form a certain pattern of interest to a particular application domain. 
At first glance, the search space can be very large depending on the initial model. In addition, 
a large amount of knowledge is required to determine whether any group of connected faces 
will form a meaningful combination that will yield features in the targeted domain of mapping. 
However, the search can be constrained by utilizing information contained in the features used 
to construct the initial design. The relationships among these features can provide some clues 
about faces that are meaningfully related. 

The first stage of reasoning is common for both feature mapping and feature recognition in 
that both techniques use face information for analysis. However, feature recognition suffers a 
major drawback caused by the fact that its search space is unconstrained as feature 
information is not available in the initial model. Failure to identify related faces will render the 
whole process of recognition useless in later stages. Feature mapping, therefore, has a better 
opportunity of finding a solution during filtration and selection as compared to feature 
recognition or feature extraction methodologies. 

In the second stage of reasoning, an enhanced representation of the selected faces is 
constructed. This is necessary as the face description in a solid model, usually represented as 
Boundary Representation (Brep ), does not render itself easily for the determination of 
emergent features from a collection of faces. The main purpose of this stage is to enhance the 
representation, making the relationships among related faces explicit. This will increase the 
efficacy of the subsequent matching process, which is responsible for establishing the 
identities and for extracting the relevant parameters associated with the emergent features. 
The enhanced representation developed in this research is described in the next section. 

In the final stage, the newly constructed representation of a set of faces is used to match 
against a pre-defined library of features within the system. It is necessary that the same 
representation techniques be used for the pre-defined features in the library. The pre-defined 
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library contains not only the descriptions of individual features in the target domain, but also 
the descriptions of collections of faces that can be decomposed into more than one feature. 
This extension is particularly important for mapping of complex features. 

3 FEATURE SEMANTICS REPRESENTATION 

Researchers have attempted to relate form, function and intent through the concept of features 
but with limited success. Form can be explicitly represented with geometrical elements 
including faces, edges, surfaces, lines and curves in boundary representation or constructive 
geometry. Most implementations can associate a feature with function, intent and relevancy 
implicitly. These semantics dictate the interpretation of features in downstream reasoning 
processes. Since the implied semantics can be interpreted differently, this can potentially 
create confusion among different application programs dealing with the same set of features. 
Semantics is also necessary during mapping as it plays a significant role in verifYing the 
identity of a feature. In order to avoid such limitations, there is a need to represent the 
semantics of a feature explicitly. 

Within the context of feature mapping, two disparate types of semantics can be identified. 
The first, known as geometric semantics, expresses the form of a feature. Although solid 
modeling is capable of representing the geometry of a part design unambiguously, the 
procedural representation is not suitable for matching in the mapping process. An alternate 
representation that captures the relationships among faces in a solid model is needed. A face 
connectivity graph (FCG) has been developed in this research to overcome the limitations of 
conventional solid modeling. Relationships that are represented explicitly in a FCG include 
convexity, concavity, parallelism and perpendicularity between faces. The type of faces and 
edges are also captured in the graph. Similar graph techniques have been used by K yprianou 
(1980) and Joshi and Chang (1988). The ability of a FCG to represent face relationships 
compactly is a primary reason for selecting this knowledge representation technique. Figure 2 
illustrates how a FCG captures the geometric knowledge of a slot concisely. FCG in essence 
complements boundary representation (Brep). This is due to the fact that Brep is not suitable 
to support reasoning in mapping at symbolic level, especially during matching. 

The non-geometric knowledge associated with a feature constitutes the second type of 
semantics. Such knowledge tends to be domain dependent and product specific. In the 
machining domain, for example, feature classifications are often directly related to knowledge 
concerned with machining processes and tools that can be used to produce those features. On 
the other hand, features used in the design of an engine block are related to its functions. Ribs, 
for instance, provide the function of dissipating heat from an engine block. Constraints on the 
dimensions of a feature can also form part of this knowledge. The implementation of non
geometric knowledge thus depends on the specific application and product domain. In 
general, rules and other knowledge representation techniques can be used together with FCGs 
to specify the non-geometric semantics of a feature. The two types of knowledge described 
above represent a deep model of a feature. 

Figure 3 summarizes the types of knowledge needed for the representation of semantics 
of a feature. 
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Slot 

A feature is a rectangular slot in the machining domain iff there exist: 
i) two parallel faces; 
ii) the parallel faces are perpendicular and connected to 

a third face through a convex edge; 
iii) the first two parallel faces are connected to external faces 

through concave edges; 
iv) all the faces are plane surfaces. 

oface 

cc 1 

parallel /'\;;;;~) cv 

/pf.l-pf2 

oface V 
cv 

oface- outside face 

cc -concave edge 

cv -convex edge 

perp -perpendicular 

pf · plane face 

Face Connectivity Graph 

oface 

pt2 

Figure 2 Face Connectivity Graph (FCG) of a slot. 

Semantics of Features 

NON-GEO ETRICAL 

FACE CONNECTIVITY GRAPH (FCG) 

Knowledge of Form 

Figure 3 Semantics of a feature. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION 

~ 
RULES/PROCEDURAL FUNCTIONS 

Know ledge of other non -geom etrlc 
factors that distinguish different 
dom aln specific features. 
These factors Include functions, 
locations of features and material type. 

The mapping approach described in this paper has been embodied in a prototype mapping 
shell developed in this research. The shell has been implemented with a blackboard system 
called Generic Blackboard (GBB) (Gallagher et a/., 1988) that integrates a case-based 
reasoning system (Riesebeck and Schank, 1988), and a feature modeling system. The CBR 
system has been enhanced to index pre-defined features as cases within a case library. The 
feature modeling system is developed using Wisdom Systems Concept Modeller (The Concept 
Modeller, 1992). It is fully integrated with a geometric kernel called CV DORS through the 
CVkey module provided by Concept Modeller. Common lisp is the main programming 
language used in these systems. 
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The overall architecture of the mapping shell is illustrated in Figure 4. It has been 
implemented with four layers in the blackboard system to model the three phases of reasoning 
as described in Section 2.1. Each layer contains its own information unit relevant to the 
associated reasoning processes. The blackboard architecture is employed to take advantage of 
its ability to integrate and coordinate the activities of different knowledge sources during 
problem solving. Another advantage of blackboard is that it allows the utilization of different 
reasoning techniques for problem solving. Case-based reasoning, graph technique and 
algorithmic analysis constitutes the three main reasoning techniques in the shell. 

Blackboard 

Figure 4 Overall architecture of the feature mapping shell. 

Llbrory or 
P redefined 

Fe•ture• 

Within the shell, three knowledge sources have been developed. The first is the identifier 
knowledge source that contains knowledge required for filtration and selection processes. The 
second is the FCG constructor knowledge source that construct a FCG for a collection of 
faces. The last knowledge source has been developed for matching. This knowledge source is 
used to find relevant cases in the case library that matches a current situation. 

A part design, represented in terms of design features or neutral features, is initially 
posted onto the first blackboard layer. The identifier knowledge source uses these features to 
analyze the part design. Features are sequentially selected and examined to detect any 
interaction with other features in the design. If there is no interaction, faces in the evaluated 
boundary model that reside in the same space as the faces in the original features will be 
grouped together. In the case that involves interactions, certain heuristics are used to guide 
the analysis process. These heuristics uses the effect of interaction on the faces in the 
evaluated boundary model to determine faces that should be grouped together. The heuristics 
are shown in Table I. 

When interactions involve feature that require conjugate mapping, the situation becomes 
more complex. In the present system, faces of the feature will be grouped together with other 
faces of features that it is interacting. The effect of the interactions on faces of other features 
is not considered in such an situation. Those faces that have been included as a group is then 
posted onto the second layer of the blackboard. 

A collection of faces on the second layer will activate the FCG Constructor knowledge 
source. The knowledge source examine all the faces systematically to extract information such 
as the type of faces and relationship between these faces. The graph is next sent to the third 
layer which will invoke a knowledge source containing the necessary algorithms for the 
examination and creation of data structures for describing the graph. A FCG is implemented 
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as a structure in this research. The various components of the structures are illustrated in 
Figure 5. 

Table 1 Heuristics used to guide the filtration and selection process for feature interactions 
i) if inner-loop is created on a face, then consider the feature separately and set up 
dependency. 
ii) if additional edges are created on the outer loop of a face, then consider the feature 
separately and set up dependency. 
iii) if any faces that are sub-divided by another feature, then group the features together. 

Finally, the matcher knowledge source in the shell inspects the graph. Based on such 
information as the number and type of features involved, this knowledge source, implemented 
as a case-based reasoning system, will attempt to find cases in the case library that partially 
match the descriptions. The case-based reasoning system is employed to reduce the search 
space during this phase of reasoning. Schematic diagram of the matcher knowledge source is 
shown in Figure 6. 

struct Feature_ Graph 
pointer_ to _list_ of_ nodes 
pointer _to_list_of_edges 
pointer_ to _list_ of_ original_ features_ 
or case 

struct A Node -
face_type 
pointer_ to_ 1 _ face 
pointer_ to _list_ of_ed ges 

struct An_Edge 
type 
angle 
pointer_ to_ •_geom etric_ edge 
pointer_ to_ a_pair _of_ nodes 

Figure 5 Components of structures used to 
represent a FCG graph. 

Matcher Knowledge Source 

Case Knowledge Module 

Matching Knowledge 

D«ompo ition 
Knowledge 

Figure 6 Schematic Diagram of Matcher 
Knowledge Source. 

A matching knowledge source and a decomposition knowledge source are always 
associated with each case in the library. These two type of knowledge are further breakdowns 
of the non-geometric knowledge in Section 3.0. The cases indexed in the library can represent 
individual features or past cases that involves interaction or conjugate mapping. The 
knowledge associated with each case captures the knowledge necessary to perform matching 
with another case and determine the relevant parameters to describe the emergent features. 
The case based reasoning system thus provides a systematic method of managing each case 
and its associated knowledge. It also functions as a repository of application dependent 
mapping knowledge in the system. 

Exhaustive matching then follows to find an exact match by utilizing the matching 
knowledge of each case. The relevant geometric and non-geometric parameters of emergent 
features will then be extracted from the corresponding FCGs together with the collection of 
faces described by the FCGs. 
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5 CASESTUDY 

As the processes of filtration, selection, and FCG construction are based on geometric 
information alone, the same knowledge sources can be applied to several different 
applications. The domain dependent aspects of knowledge are employed only during the 
matching stage when emergent features need to be clearly identified. Therefore, the mapping 
shell can be easily customized to different domains as only the case base has to be modified. 

In this research, the shell has been customized with knowledge to map features into the 
machining domain. A library of cases that can map neutral features directly into machining 
features has been developed in the case-based reasoning system. The case base is developed as 
an abstraction hierarchy known as Memory Organization Packages (MOP). Detail explanation 
of MOP is beyond the scope of this paper due to limited space. 

An example test part, as shown in Figure 7, has been designed with eight typical features 
to illustrate the mapping approach as implemented in the customized mapping shell. The 
rectangular depression 1 has a negative volume type and interacts with the rectangular 
depression 2. Due to the interaction, three machining features can be identified: one through 
slot and two through steps. Please refer to Table 2 for the results of mapping the example 
part. This is an example of interaction involving two simple neutral features. In this case, the 
identifier knowledge source groups together the faces belonging to the two interacting 
features. It can be seen clearly in Figure 8 that the faces belonging to the rectangular 
depression 1 have been sub-divided. The identifier knowledge source is able to recognize the 
effect of interaction on faces and perform appropriate grouping of these faces belonging to 
different features. In this case, as sub-division of faces occurs, remnant faces of these two 
features are grouped together. Geometric reasoning is used extensively at this stage. 

Figure 7 An example test part. 

rectangular depression 1 

ur-UJ 
rectangular depression 2 Remnants faces after 

boundary evaluation 

Figure 8 Interaction between rectangular 
depression 1 and rectangular depression 2, 
and their evaluated faces. 

This group of faces are posted onto the second layer so that the FCG constructor 
knowledge source can create a FCG that captures the relevant geometric semantics of these 
faces. Finally, relevant cases of FCGs are then identified from the case base by the matcher 
knowledge source. The knowledge associated with these cases are applied systematically to 
determine a specific case that exactly matches the current FCG. The emergent features and 
their parameters are next established. 

Another type of interaction, as illustrated by the rectangular depression 3 and the 
cylindrical depression, are also taken into consideration in the mapping process. This is clearly 
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shown in Figure 9. The cylindrical depression feature has been decomposed into two through 
hole features in the evaluated boundary model. 

T bl 2 R a e f h h ·p-esu ts o mappmg t e example parts own m 1gure 7 
Neutral features used in design Emerg_ent machining features after mapping 
1 rectangular depression 1 & rectangular 2 through steps & 1 through slot 

depression 2 
2 rectangular deJlression 3 1 rectangular pocket 
3 rectangular deQression 4 1 through step 
4 rectangular depression 5 1 thro~gh step 
5 rectan_gular depression 6 1 through step 
6 rectangular protrusion 2 through steps 
7 rectangular depression 2 through holes 

Figure 9 Screen dump of the evaluated boundary model of the test part. 

All other features, except for the rectangular protrusion that has a positive volume type, 
has direct equivalence in the machining domain. Such mapping cases represent identity 
mapping as described in Section 2.0. Conjugate mapping, however, is required for the 
protrusion feature shown in the design. Faces that are related to this feature with concave 
edges have to be examined by the mapping process to determine emergent features. This 
results in two through steps being produced owing to the existence of the protrusion feature. 
This type of mapping can be handled effectively by the feature mapping system. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

A mapping methodology has been proposed to meet the requirements imposed by identity 
mapping, conjugate mapping and mapping involving feature interactions. The methodology 
has been developed to be applicable for mapping into various application domains. An explicit 
representation of feature semantics has been adopted to enhance the reasoning capability of 
the approach. This graph-based representation forms a deep model of a feature. 

Based on the proposed approach and the explicit semantic representation, a feature 
mapping shell has been implemented. The shell is highly customizable for mapping into 
different domains by virtue of the separation of domain specific knowledge from the mapping 
process itself. A specific mapping system can thus be easily developed by adding the domain 
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dependent knowledge into the shell. Such knowledge includes the geometric and non
geometric semantics offeatures and the construction of a case library. 

Although the mapping shell has been proven to be able to handle simple cases of conjugate 
mapping, further research is still needed to obtain a better understanding of all the issues 
involved. These issues include the base part enlargement problem due to the existence of 
protrusion features in the domain of process planning and re-allocation of tolerances originally 
attached to depression features. 
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